
2/12/2018 
2709 S Oakland st 

Arlington VA 22206 
 

 
Dear Chairman Cristol and County Board, 
 

We take this opportunity to update you for the second time as the South Four Mile Run 
Valley Business Association. As you know, we have worked in coordination with the Chamber of 
Commerce & Civic Associations to stand up an association for the businesses in the valley. We 
look forward to engaging with the board and Arlington County on a more regular basis to 
provide a communication channel and outreach mechanism. 
 

On May 30th, 2017, the county board engaged in a working session with the 4MRV 
working group. At that meeting, the board gave guidance that aligned with business 
development, park development, and arts development in the 4MRV. Specific to 4MRV 
business alignment, guidance was given preventing staff plans to tear down two county owned 
warehouses and the old Signature Theatre building. Since that guidance, the current 4MRV 
draft policy framework show these buildings removed with park land surrounding current 
businesses on S. Nelson & S Oakland st. In addition, the drafts shows removal of a small 
woman owned business, The Board Hound, and the last operating HVAC company, Arlington 
Heating and Air.  This policy enactment would devalue and destabilize the last remaining mom 
and pop small business & property in the valley.  
 
Action Requested: 

● Please reaffirm a unified county board narrative at the 4MRV working session February 
20th, with regard to business alignment in the 4MRV and the planning process moving 
forward. The Arlington Chamber of Commerce has furnished an excellent narrative for 
your consideration. Alternatively, language like, "When we adopted the charge, it was 
never our intention to push small businesses out of the Valley" would provide much 
needed context. 

 
● Please reaffirm concurrence to maintain the Signature Theatre building (3806 S. Four 

Mile run Drive) and the white county owned warehouses (2704, 2706 S Oakland st), 
which are shown as park land in the draft policy framework moving forward. Part of the 
funky character of these buildings is appealing, and the recent three quarter million 
dollar taxpayer investment in these properties would assure their use in the foreseeable 
future.  

 
● Please reaffirm concurrence to cease production of illustrations showing existing 

businesses & arts uses as park land acquisition, or alternatively, modify the 4MRV 
working group charge to have a parks study area boundary that excludes privately 
owned parcels on S. Oakland and S. Nelson st. 



 
Background: 
 

In the beginning of 2016 we witnessed the rebirth of a new planning effort under the 
4MRV branding. We were eager to see concepts for business improvement and work with the 
community who we serve. We attended the meetings, took time away from family and from our 
businesses, because we believe in this effort. The initial messaging we heard was reassuring. 
4MRV working group members and the county staff spoke up with great praise for the industrial 
character & diversity of the valley. We believed this messaging would lead us to a vision that 
was consistent with improving the community, businesses, and county assets. 

 
Since then, many contractor plans and illustrations have been produced. It was shocking 

to see many of them removing the industrial character and removing diversity in favor of park 
land. Prior to this, the association used consensus building, community forums, and staff 
designated meetings to gain input into the 4MRV planning process. We found ourselves 
wondering how we wound up with plans that jeopardized our livelihood. This caused association 
members to become more vocal about the initial messaging and what the plans and illustrations 
show. The juxtaposition seems in conflict. To date, no resident civic association has advocated 
for the removal and acquisition of businesses as shown in many current plans. 
 

To the board’s credit, county staff were asked to meet with the business association on 
April 12, 2017. This was a great outreach effort and we feel honored that Arlington County 
dedicated such resources. We believe the intention of this meeting was well founded and it 
started an initial conversation with many businesses that were in danger of being marginalized. 
For many, this was their first direct conversation with the county on this matter despite the 
process having been started for more than a year. 

 
The April 12 meeting communicated key issues to county staff. Leases are not being 

renewed and new businesses are not moving in because of uncertainty caused by the 
contractor furnished illustrations. Existing businesses cannot plan for expansion or recruit 
investor money in the face of plans showing them removed or surrounded by parkland. To these 
concerns we have been informally told that illustrations are just plans, and that the county can 
never realistically execute on any of this quickly. However, in a world of finance and business, 
perception is reality. When lines are drawn on a map, people point to it as a frame of reference. 
For Example, undoubtedly it will be referenced in the next planning effort. 
 
We take this opportunity to request follow up action from the board on these matters. 
Concurrently, we thank Arlington County on their outreach efforts thus far. 

 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Michael Katrivanos  



Founder, South Four Mile Run Valley Business Association 


